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Abstract

In this work, we study the renormalization group invariance (RGI) of the recently proposed covariant

power counting (PC) scheme in the case of nucleon-nucleon scattering [Chin.Phys. C42 (2018) 014103] at

leading order (LO). We show that unlike the LO Weinberg case, RGI is satisfied in the 3P0 channel, because

a term of pp′ appears naturally in the covariant PC scheme at LO. Another interesting feature is that the 1S0

and 3P1 channels are correlated. Fixing the two relevant low energy constants by fitting to the 1S0 phase

shifts at Tlab. = 10 and 25 MeV with a cutoff Λ of 400 − 650 MeV, the 3P1 phase shifts can be described

relatively well. In the limit of Λ → ∞, the 1S0 channel becomes cutoff independent, while RGI is lost in

the 3P1 channel, consistent with the Wigner bound and the previous observation that the 3P1 channel better

be treated perturbatively. As for the 1P1 and 3S1-3D1 channels, RGI is satisfied, similar to the Weinberg

approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering works of Weinberg [1, 2], chiral effective field theory (ChEFT) has been

successfully applied to describe the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Today, high precision chiral

nuclear forces have become the de facto standard in ab initio nuclear structure and reaction stud-

ies [3–5]. Nevertheless, there are still a few outstanding issues in current chiral nuclear forces.

One hotly discussed issue is theri renormalizatheirbility, see, e.g., Refs. [6, 7].

ChEFT is based on the chiral symmetry of QCD and its explicit and spontaneous breaking [8–

13]. In ChEFT, the long range interaction is provided by the exchange of the Goldstone bosons

(pions in the u and d two flavor sector and the pseudoscalar nonet in the u, d, and s three flavor

sector), and the short range interaction is described by the so-called low-energy constants (LECs)

that encode the effects of degrees of freedom with energies larger than the chiral symmetry break-

ing scale, ΛχSB. In principle, these LECs can be calculated in the underlying theory, QCD, but in

practice they can only be determined by fitting either to experimental or lattice QCD data, because

of the non-perturbative nature of low energy strong interactions. As a result, the predictive power

of ChEFT relies on the fact that at a certain order and to a specific observable only a finite number

of LECs contribute.

For an EFT, a proper power-counting (PC) scheme is the most important ingredient in order

to perform any calculation. Current high precision chiral nuclear forces are based on the Wein-

berg PC (WPC) , or the so-called naive dimensional analysis (NDA) [1, 2]. However, in the past

two decades, one realized that the WPC is inconsistent in the sense that the so-constructed chiral

nuclear force is not renormalization group invariant (RGI), or naively, is not cutoff independent.

Since in any EFT, a separation (cutoff) between high- and low-energy physics should be offset

with the LECs once one refits them for each new cutoff. In the WPC, the inconsistency problem

already appears at leading order [14, 15].

The pursuit of a consistent PC has continued for almost two decades. Using RGI as a guide-

line, it has been proposed that one can promote some of the high-order terms in the WPC to make

the chiral nuclear force renormalization group invariant at a specific order [16–19]. In princi-

ple, one can count how many counter terms are needed before calculations are done by solving

the Wilson RG-equation [20–22]. A modified Weinberg approach with Lorentz invariant con-

tact interactions was proposed for nucleon-nucleon scattering in Ref. [23] and later applied to

study hyperon-nucleon scattering in Ref. [24]. The modified Weinberg approach was further re-
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fined and applied to study baryon-baryon scattering [25, 26] with a different treatment of the

one-pion(meson) exchange.

Recently, a covariant power-counting approach for NN scattering was proposed in Ref. [27]

with the full structure of the Dirac spinor retained. At leading order, it already provided a rea-

sonably good description of the phase shifts of angular momentum J = 0 and 1 by solving the

Kadyshevsky equation [28]. 1 This framework has also been successfully applied to study hyperon-

nucleon interactions [30–32]. In Ref. [33], it was shown that this formulation also provides a good

description of the unique features of the 1S0 channel at leading order, in particular the pole po-

sition of the virtual bound state and the zero amplitude at the scattering momentum–340 MeV.

According to Ref. [34], a proper description of the unique features of the 1S0 channel at leading

order can serve as a nontrivial check on the self-consistency of any EFT for the NN interaction.

In the present work, in the spirit of Ref. [15], we study the cutoff dependence of the leading order

covariant chiral nucleon-nucleon interaction.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the covariant nucleon-

nucleon potential. In Sec. III, we study the cutoff dependence of the partial wave phase shifts of

J = 0 and 1, followed by a short summary in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In Refs. [27, 30], similar to the extended-on-mass-shell scheme in the one-baryon sector [35–

37], a covariant power counting scheme for the two-baryon sector was introduced. For the nucleon-

nucleon interaction, at leading order it contains five covariant four-fermion contact terms without

derivatives and the one-pion-exchange (OPE) term [27],

VLO = VCTP + VOPE. (1)

The contact potential in momentum space reads

VCTP = CS(u(p
′, s′1)u(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)u(−p, s2))

+ CA(u(p
′, s′1)γ5u(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)γ5u(−p, s2))

+ CV (u(p
′, s′1)γµu(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)γµu(−p, s2))

+ CAV (u(p
′, s′1)γµγ5u(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)γµγ5u(−p, s2))

+ CT (u(p
′, s′1)σµνu(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)σ

µνu(−p, s2)),

(2)

1 The numerical results remain almost the same if the Blankenbecler-Sugar [29] equation was used instead.
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where CS,A,V,AV,T are the LECs and u(ū) are the Dirac spinors,

u(p, s) = Np







1

σ·p

Ep+M






χs, Np =

√

Ep +M

2M
(3)

with the Pauli spinor χs and Ep (M) the nucleon energy (mass). The one-pion-exchange potential

in momentum space is

VOPE(p
′,p) = − g2A

4f 2
π

(u(p′, s′1)τ1γ
µγ5qµu(p, s1))(u(−p′, s′2)τ2γ

νγ5qνu(−p, s2))

(Ep′ − Ep)2 − (p′ − p)2 −m2
π

(4)

where mπ is the pion mass, p and p′ are initial and final three momentum, gA = 1.267, and

fπ = 92.4MeV. Note that the leading order relativistic potentials already contain all the six spin

operators needed to describe nucleon-nucleon scattering.

The contact potentials can be projected into different partial waves in the |LSJ〉 basis, which

read

V1S0 = ξN [C1S0(1 +R2
pR

2
p′) + Ĉ1S0(R

2
p +R2

p′)]

= 4πC1S0 + π(C1S0 + Ĉ1S0)(
p2

M2
+

p′2

M2
) + · · · , (5)

V3S1 =
ξN
9
[C3S1(9 +R2

pR
2
p′) + Ĉ3S1(R

2
p +R2

p′)]

= 4πC3S1 + π(C3S1 +
Ĉ1P1

9
)(

p2

M2
+

p′2

M2
) + · · · , (6)

V3D1 =
8ξN
9

C3D1R
2
pR

2
p′ =

2πC3D1

9M2
pp′, (7)

V3S1−3D1 =
2
√
2ξN
9

(C3S1R
2
pR

2
p′ + Ĉ3S1R

2
p) =

2
√
2

9
πĈ3S1

p2

M2
+ · · · , (8)

V3D1−3S1 =
2
√
2ξN
9

(C3S1R
2
pR

2
p′ + Ĉ3S1R

2
p′) =

2
√
2

9
πĈ3S1

p′2

M2
+ · · · , (9)

V3P0 = −2ξNC3P0RpRp′ =
−2πC3P0

M2
pp′, (10)

V1P1 = −2ξN
3

C1P1RpRp′ =
−2πC1P1

3M2
pp′, (11)

V3P1 = −4ξN
3

C3P1RpRp′ =
−4πC3P1

3M2
pp′, (12)

where ξN = 4πN2
pN

2
p′ , Rp = |p|/(Ep + M), Rp′ = |p′|/(Ep′ + M), p and p′ are absolute value

of p and p′, and “· · · ” denote higher order chiral terms in the WPC. Note that the expansion in

1/M shown for V1S0, V3S1, V3S1−3D1, and V3D1−3S1 are only done to guide the comparison with

the Weinberg approach. In our study, we use the full potential without any approximations. The
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coefficients in the partial waves are linear combination of the LECs appearing in the Lagrangian,

C1S0 = (CS + CV + 3CAV − 6CT ),

Ĉ1S0 = (3CV + CA + CAV − 6CT ),

C3P0 = (CS − 4CV + CA − 4CAV − 12CT ),

C1P1 = (CS + CA + 4CT ),

C3P1 = (CS − 2CV − CA + 2CAV ), (13)

C3S1 = (CS + CV − CAV + 2CT ),

Ĉ3S1 = 3(CV − CA − CAV − 2CT ),

C3D1 = (CS + CV − CAV + 2CT ).

We note that three of the eight partial wave coefficients are correlated, namely,

C3S1 = C3D1,

Ĉ1S0 = C1S0 − C3P1, (14)

Ĉ3S1 = 3C3S1 − 3C1P1.

A few remarks are in order. First, it is clear that in the limit of M → ∞, only two LECs in the

1S0 and 3S1 channels remain, in agreement with the WPC. Second, the retainment of the full Dirac

spinors in the Lagrangian not only leads to additional terms in the 1S0 and 3S1 partial waves 2, but

also provides contributions to other channels which are counted as of higher (than LO) order in

the WPC. These new contributions will not only affect the description of the covariant nucleon-

nucleon phase shifts but also the renormalizability of the chiral nuclear force. The latter is the main

focus of the present work. Third, in the covariant PC, some of the LECs contribute to different

partial waves, which is different from the WPC, where a LEC only contributes to a particular

partial wave. It should be noted that the above correlations are only valid at leading order, as can

be explicitly checked using the higher order Lagrangians constructed in Ref. [40].

To take into account the non-perturbative nature of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, we solve

the following Kadyshevsky equation with the above-obtained kernel potential, VLO(p
′,p),

T (p′,p) = V (p′,p) +

∫

d3k

(2π)3
V (p′,k)

M2

2E2
k

1

Ep − Ek + iε
T (k,p) (15)

2 A large contribution of the correction terms is known to be essential to describe the 1S0 phase shifts [38, 39]
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To avoid ultraviolet divergence, we need to introduce a regulator f(p, p′). In principle, physical

observables should be independent of the choice of the regulator if the EFT is properly formulated,

i.e., the EFT is RGI. Here we choose the commonly used separable cutoff function in momentum

space, f(p, p′) = exp
[

−p
2n−p

′2n

Λ2n

]

with n = 2. The convenience of such a regulator lies in that it

only depends on initial and final momenta so that it does not mix partial wave decomposition.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the fitting strategy and results of the RG-analysis in all the J = 0, 1

partial waves.

A. Fitting strategy

Numerically, we fit the Nijmegen partial wave phase shifts of the np channel [41]. At LO, there

are five linear independent LECs and they can be divided into three groups according to Eq.( 14):

1) C3P0, 2) C1S0, Ĉ1S0, C3P1, and 3) C3S1, Ĉ3S1, C1P1, In groups 2 and 3, only two of the three

LECs are linear independent.

Since our aim is to study the dependence of observables, here phase shifts, on the chosen value

of the cutoff, we fit the coefficients of the partial wave potentials rather than the LECs of the

Lagrangian. First, we fit C3P0 to the 3P0 phase shift at Tlab. = 10 MeV. Then we fit C3P1 and C1S0

to two 1S0 phase shifts at Tlab. = 10 and 25 MeV. Last, we fit C1P1 and C3S1 to the 1P1 and 3S1

phase shifts at Tlab. = 10 MeV. In the fitting, we take into account that Ĉ1S0 = C1S0 − C3P1 and

Ĉ3S1 = 3C3S1 − 3C1P1.

The reason why we adopt such a fitting strategy is that 3P1 is not renormalization group in-

variant with a potential of the form V3P1 = OPE + C3P1pp
′, as shown in Ref. [42]. Therefore,

we better use the two 1S0 constants to predict the 3P1 phase shifts since they are coupled in the

covariant PC scheme. There will be more discussions in Sec. III D.

In the fitting, we define χ̃2 as χ̃2 = (δLO − δPWA)
2, namely we neglect the uncertainties of

the data as they are much smaller compared to higher chiral order contributions. In our study the

momentum cutoff Λ is varied from 0.4 GeV to 10 GeV except for the 1S0 and 3P1 channels, due

to the reasons explained below.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the 3P0, 1P1, and 3P1 phase shifts (as functions of the Λ) for laboratory energies

of 10 MeV (black solid lines), 50 MeV (red dashed lines), 100 MeV (green dotted lines), 190 MeV (blue

dash-dotted lines), 300 MeV (cyan dash-dot-dotted lines). Phase shifts in the upper row are obtained in the

covariant scheme, while those in the lower row are obtained in the Weinberg scheme. Note that only the

OPE contribution is considered.

.

B. One-pion exchange in the covariant approach

It is instructive to compare at LO the covariant framework with the non-relativistic one, on

which Weinberg counting is based, when only the long-range force present — OPE—is present.

The phase shifts for different laboratory energies as a function of the cutoff are shown in Fig. 1.

It is clear that the OPE is cutoff independent for the 1P1 and 3P1 channels, while it is not for the

3P0 channel, where a limit-cycle-like behavior appears in both approaches. However, as already

noticed in Ref. [24], the interval between adjacent cycles is bigger in the Kadyshevsky equation

(used in the covariant scheme) than in the Lippmann-Schwinger approach (used in the Weinberg

approach). In the present case, the second cycle appears at Λ = 10.6 GeV in the covariant scheme.

We note by passing that although the OPE in 3P1 is cutoff independent, once a contact term is

added and fixed by fitting to the corresponding phase shift, this channel becomes cutoff dependent,

both in the present case and in Ref. [42].
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FIG. 2. Phase shifts as functions of the cutoff Λ for laboratory energies of 10 MeV (black solid line), 50

MeV (red dashed line), 100 MeV (green dotted line), 190 MeV (blue dash-dotted line), 300 MeV (cyan

dash-dot-dotted line) and as functions of laboratory energies with Λ of 600 MeV (red dashed line), 1000

MeV (green dotted line), 2000 MeV (blue dash-dotted line), 5000 MeV (cyan dash-dot-dotted line), 10000

MeV (magenta short dashed line). The black diamonds are the Nijmegen phase shifts [41].

C. Nucleon-nucleon phase shifts for 3P0

We first discuss the much debate 3P0 channel, where in the Weinberg scheme RGI is lost. In

our covariant scheme, the 3P0 channel is not coupled to any other channel and the corresponding

contact potential is given in Eq.(13). The phase shifts as functions of Λ and laboratory energies

are shown in Fig. 2. Clearly, the dependence on Λ becomes weaker and weaker with increasing Λ

even for Tlab. up to 300 MeV. Form the perspective of RGI, the covariant PC is consistent in this

channel. The agreement is good up to Tlab. = 200 MeV. One should note that in Ref. [23], such a

term was promoted to leading order in order to have RGI in this channel.

D. Nucleon-nucleon phase shifts for 1S0 and 3P1

In non-relativistic pion-less EFT, the Wigner bound [43] constrains more strongly the value

taken by the effective range at higher cutoffs [44, 45]. We have observed numerically a similar

bound in 1S0 with the covariant integral equation (15): for cutoff values higher than ∼ 650 MeV,

the 1S0 scattering length and effective range can not be fitted simultaneously to their empirical

values. Regarding the previously stated fitting strategy, this means that, for high enough cutoff

values, we can no longer make predictions on 3P1 from 1S0 inputs. With C3P1 to be fitted to 3P1

phase shifts, RGI is lost because OPE is singularly repulsive in this partial wave [42]. We note
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FIG. 3. Cutoff dependence of the 1S0 and 3P1 phase shifts for laboratory energies of 10 MeV (black solid

lines), 25 MeV (red dashed lines), 50 MeV (green dotted lines), 100 MeV (blue dash-dotted lines), 190

MeV (cyan dash-dot-dotted lines), and 300 MeV (magenta short dashed lines).

that one solution is suggested by recent works: perturbation theory in all partial waves except for

1S0, 3S1-3D1, and 3P0 [46, 47].

It is still worth studying these softer cutoffs, so we focus in the following on the region of

Λ = 400 − 650 MeV. From Eq. (5), it is clear that the nominally higher order contributions can

simulate the finite nature of the 1S0 potential. With two LECS, we can reproduce the scattering

length and effective range simultaneously. This implies that one can describe the corresponding

phase shifts better than the LO Weinberg approach, as verified numerically in Ref. [33]. The

phase shifts as functions of the cutoff Λ for 1S0 and 3P1 are shown in Fig. 3. One can see that the

dependence on the cutoff in the limited cutoff region is rather weak for both 1S0 and 3P1, Keep

in mind that the later is predicted using C3P1 = C1S0 − Ĉ1S0. In Fig. 4, we see that as the cutoff

increases from 450 to 650 MeV, the description of the two phase shifts become better.

E. Nucleon-nucleon phase shifts for 3S1, 3D1, E1 and 1P1

The 3S1,
3D1, E1, and 1P1 phase shifts as functions of Λ are shown in Fig. 5. It is seen that

the dependence on Λ becomes weaker for larger Λ, indicating that in all these channels RGI is

satisfied.

The phase shifts of these four channels are compared with those of the Nijmegen phase shifts

in Fig. 6. For 3S1, the agreement is pretty good when the phase shifts converge. For 1P1, the

agreement is good below Tlab. = 70 MeV. With the cutoff increasing, the deviation becomes larger

at high laboratory energies and therefore higher chiral order contributions are needed. For E1,
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the 1S0 and 3P1 phase shifts (as functions of the laboratory energy) with Λ at 450

MeV (red dashed lines), 550 MeV (green dotted lines), 650 MeV (blue dash-dotted lines) with the Nijmegen

phase shifts (black diamonds) [41].

the agreement with the Nijmegen analysis is quite good even up to Tlab. = 300 MeV when it

converges. For 3D1, the agreement is good up to Tlab. < 100MeV.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have analyzed renormalization group invariance of the leading order covariant

chiral nucleon-nucleon force. There are five LECS in all the J = 0, 1 channels. We identified

the relations among them and checked the consistency of power counting from the perspective

of renormalization group invariance in the 3S1, 3D1, E1, 3P0, and 1P1 channels. In the much

discussed 3P0 channel, renormalization group invariance is automatically satisfied in the covariant

power counting as well. On the other hand, the 1S0 and 3P1 channels are correlated. Therefore,

we fix the LECs C1S0 and Ĉ1S0 by fitting to the 1S0 phase shifts and use the relation Ĉ1S0 =

C1S0 − C3P1 to predict C3P1. Since the Wigner bound restricts the maximum cutoff allowed in

this channel, we only varied the cutoff in a limited region of 400-650 MeV. The resulting phase

shifts in the two channels turn out to be reasonable. Similar to the Weinberg power counting, the

3S1, 3D1, E1 and 1P1 channels are renormalization group invariant.

It must be noted that after many years of extensive studies, there is yet no consensus on the

meaning of and no universally accepted solutions to the non-perturbative renormalization of the

pion-ful chiral nuclear force. The present work should only be viewed a new attempt at tackling

this long-standing problem from a different perspective. The results shown in the present work

indicate that we are still far away from providing a solution and therefore more works are needed,
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FIG. 5. The 3S1, 3D1, E1, and 1P1 phase shifts for laboratory energies of 10 MeV (black solid lines),

50 MeV (red dashed lines), 100 MeV (green dotted lines), 190 MeV (blue dash-dot line), 300 MeV (cyan

dash-dot-dotted lines) as functions of the cutoff Λ.

for instance, a detailed study along the same line at higher chiral orders.
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VI. APPENDIX

Here, we show the result of 3P1 with C3P1 fixed by fitting to the phase shift at 50 MeV in

Fig. 7. It is clear that 3P1 is not renormalization group invariant. This conclusion is similar to

Ref. [48] where it is shown that contact interactions in 3P1, if treated non-perturbatively, destroy
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